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The transformfault conceptis extendedto a sphericalsurface.The earth'ssurfaceis considered to be made of a number of rigid crustal blocks. It is assumedthat each block is
boundedby rises (where new surfaceis formed), trenchesor young fold mountains(where

surfaceis being destroyed),and great faults, and that there is no stretching,folding,or distortion of any,kind within a given block. On a sphericalsurface,the motion of one block
(over the mantle) relative to another block may then be describedby a rotation of one
block relative to the other block. This rotation requiresthree parameters,two to locate the
pole of relative rotation and one to specify the magnitude of the angular velocity. If two adjacent blockshave as commonboundariesa number of great faults, all of thesefaults must lie
on 'circlesof latitude' about the pole of relative rotation.The velocity of one block relative to
the other must vary along their commonboundary; this velocity wo•uldhave a maximumat
the 'equator' and would vanish at a pole of relative rotation.
The motion of Africa relative to South America is a case for which enough data are available to critically test this hypothesis.The many offsetson the mid-Atlantic ridge appear to

be compatiblewith a pole of relative rotation at 62øN (___5ø),36øW (___2ø).The velocity
pattern predictedby this choiceof pole roughly agreeswith the spreadingvelocitiesdetermined from magneticanomalies.The motion of the Pacific block relative to North America
is also examined. The strike of faults from the Gulf of California to Alaska and the angles

inferred from earthquake mechanismsolutionsboth imply a pole of relative rotation at
53øN (_3ø), 53øW (___5ø).The spreadingof the Pacific-Antarctic ridge showsthe best agreement with this hypothesis.The Antarctic block is found to be moving relative to the Pacific
block about a pole at 71øS (___2ø),118øE (_5 ø) with a maximum spreading rate of 5.7
(___0.2)cm/yr. An estimateof the motion of the Antarctic block relative to Africa is made

by assuming
closureof the Africa-America-Pacific-Antarctica-Africa
circuit and summingthe
three angular velocity vectors for the casesabove.
INTRODUCTION

boundaryis the trench type at which crustal
surfaceis beingdestroyed;that is, the distance

A geometricalframeworkwith which to debetween two landmarks on oppositesides of a
scribepresentday continentaldrift is presented
and at least one of
here. This presentationis an extensionof the trench graduallydecreases
the landmarkswill eventuallydisappearinto the
transform fault concept [Wilson, 1965] to a
trench floor. Other compressivesystems in
sphericalsurface.The surfaceof the earth is
which the distancebetweentwo points decreases
divided into about twenty units, or blocks,as
and the crust thickens, e.g., the folded mounshownin Figure 1. Someof theseblocksare of
tains north of the Persian Gulf, are considered
continental dimensions(the Pacific block and
to be of this secondtype. The third boundary
the African block); someare of sub-continental
is the fault type at which crustal surface is
dimensions(the Juan de Fuca block,the Caribneither created nor destroyed. Each block in
beanblock,and the Persianblock). The boundFigure i is surroundedby somecombinationof
aries between blocks are of three types and are
these three types of boundaries.For example,
determined by present day tectonic activity.
Ara:biais separatedfrom Africa by the AdenThe first boundary is the rise type at which
Red Sea rise and fracture zone system and by
new crustalmaterial is being formed. The second
the Aqaba-Dead Sea fault. Arabia is separated
from the Indian-Australian block by the Owen
fracture
zone (consideredto be a transcurrent
• Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution Confault), and it is separatedfrom Persia and from
tribution
1984.
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Fig. 1. The crust is divided into units that move as rigid blocks. The boundaries between
blocks are rises, trenches (or young fold mountains), and faults. The boundaries drawn in
Asia are tentative, and additional sub-blocks may be required. (Figure is based on $ylces's
[1965b] map of the ridge system with additional fea.turesfrom tIeezen and Tha.rp's [1965]
tectonic map.)

Europe by the compressive-typefeatures in
Iran and Turkey.
The compressive-typeboundary seemsto be
the most difficult to delineate.The Tonga-New
Zealand-Macquarie system has the well-developed Tonga trench at its northern end and the
anomalousMacquarie ridge at its southernend.
We supposethat this ridge is the result of slow
compressionand that fast compressionleads to
the trench-type structure. (In the terminology
used here, the pole of rotation of the Pacific
block relative to the Indian-Australian
block
is located near the southern end of the Mac-

quarie ridge.) This results in a slow rate of
closingalong the Macquarie ridge (near the
pole) and a fast closingof the Tonga trench
and an equally fast slippingalong the fault between New Guinea and the Fiji Islands. We
have supposedthat slow compressive
systems
are difficult to identify and have freely placed
suchboundariesat likely places.For example,
a compressive-type
boundaryhas beenplacedin
the Mediterranean Sea between Europe and
Africa. There might, in fact, be two almost
parallel compressivebelts in this regionwith a
series of sub-blocks between them:

the western

Mediterranean, the Balkans, and others. The
boundariesin the complexarea around Central
America

are based on linear

belts of earth-

quakes, and it is believed this subdivisionis
correct. The area east of New

Guinea is less

certain; it is believed that there is a fault be-

tween New Guinea and Fiji primarily accommodating the westward motion of the Pacific
block and that there is a trench just south of
this fault primarily accommodatingthe northward

motion of the Indian-Australian
block.
The boundaries in Siberia and Central Asia are

very uncertain. There is no compelling reason
to separate China from the North American
block. The Ninetyeast ridge betweenIndia and
Australia and the mid-Labrador Sea ridge between Greenland and North America are probably fossilboundaries.
We now make the assumptionthat gives this
model mathematical rigor. We assume that
each crustal block is perfectly rigid. If the distancesbetweenGuadalupeIsland, Wake Island,
and Tahiti, all within the Pacific block, were
measured

to the nearest

centimeter

and then

measuredagain severalyears later, we suppose
these distanceswould not change.The distance
from Wake Island to Tokyo would, however,
shorten because there is a trench between these

two points, and the distance from Guadalupe
Island to Mexico City would increase because
there is a rise between these two points. But
within the Pacific block, or any other crustal
block, we shall assumethere is no stretching,
injection of large dikes,thickening,or any other
distortion that would changedistancesbetween
points. If this hypothesisis true, our conclusions
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will be in accord with observation.If this hypothesisis only partially valid, perhapswe will
be able to assess the extent of such distortion

by comparingobservationswith this model.
As will be demonstratedlater (seeFigure 4),
the relative motionbetweentwo blocksmay be
represented
by an angularvelocityvector.Supposethe velocity of North Americarelative to
Africa is tOAm-Afand the velocity of the Pacific
relative to North America is tor..•_Am.We may
find the velocity of the Pacificrelative to Africa
by vector addition; tOr..•-Af = tOr..o_A•qtox•_xf.We may alsofind the angularvelocityof
the Pacific relative to Africa by another route'
first Africa to Antarctica and then Antarctica

to

1961

represent circular markers placed on the sea
floor. At times 2 and 3, these markers have
movedaccordingto the velocityof their respective block (their originalcoordinatesare shown
by the dotted circles). We see that the strike
of an offset dependson the differencebetween
the velocitiesof the two si'des.The active segment betweenthe offsetsof the ridge crest,and
•he extensionso.f this fracture zone,will have
the same strike

out to a distance that

corre-

spondsto the time interval during which the
velocity differenceof the two blockshas had its
present azimuth. Further, we see that, if the
ridge pattern remainssymmetric,the axisof the
ridge will have a 'drift' velocity equal to the

the Pacific. Will the tora•-xfsofoundequalthat
found via the other route? It is not believed the

hypothesisof rigidity wouldrigorouslymeet this
test. Suchfeaturesas the African rift system,the
Camcroontrend, and the Nevada-Utah earthquake belt are most likely the type of distortion
deniedin the rigidity hypothesis.
Nevertheless,
it
is of interest to seehow far this simplyingconcept of rigidity canbe applied.
We begin by consideringblocks sliding on a
plane. In this simple easewe ignore the possibility of rotationsand considertranslationsonly.
Figure 2 showstwo rigid blocksseparatedby a
rise and faults. From the rise alone,we cannot
tell the direction of motion of one block relative

to the other; the motion does not have to be
perpendicularto the axis of the ridge. (There
appearsto be a tendencyfor the ridgeto adjust
itself to be almostperpendicularto the direction
of spreading,but this is a dynamical consideration and not a requirementof geometry.) From
the direction of a single transform fault, however, we can decideupon the directionof relative
motion of the two blocks. The fault

shown at

the bottom of Figure 2 is incompatiblewith the
two faults abovean'dwouldnot occur.The magnetic anomalypattern (which will be parallel to
the ridge erest) may now be projectedalong a
line parallel to the directionof relative motion,
and the velocity of one block relative to the
other may be determinedfrom the spacingof
the anomalies.

Fig. 2. The motion of the left-hand block rela-

Figure 3 showsthree blocksseparatedby a tive to the right-hand block cannot be determined
trench, a rise, and two faults at three successive from the strike of the ridge, but it can be detertime intervals. The blocks have velocities rela-

tive to our coordinatesystem as shown in the
figure for time 1. The four circlesin this figure

mined from the strike of the transform faults. The
fault at the bottom has a strike inconsistent with
the other two faults and should not co-exist with

them.
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Fig. 3. Three crustalblocksboundedby a rise, trench,and faults are shownat three

successive
timeintervals.
Note the motionof the fourcircularmarkersplacedon the ridge
cres•at time 1: the solidsegments
showthe motiono,fthesecircles;the dottedsegments
show
the originalcoordinates
of thesemarkers.The strikeof a transform
fault is parallelto the
difference
of the velocities
of the twosides;the crestof the ridgedriftswith a velocitythat

is the average of the velocities of the two sides.

vector average of the velocities of the two sides. of the fault must be parallel to the differencein
Note that the two transformfaults extending velocity of the two sides.Thus, all the faults
into block 2 on the left are not parallel. All common to these two blocks must lie on small
faultsnorth of the trench (betweenblocks1 and circlesconcentricabout the pole of relativemo2) wouldrun eastto,westas the oneshown,and ron.
all faults south of the trench (betweenblocks
The velocity of one block relative to another
2 and 3) would have a 45ø strike as shown.An
will vary along their commonboundary; this

example of where the strike of transform faults
changesin this manner occursoff the coast of
Mexico at, the intersection of the Middle Amer-

ica trench, the East Pacificrise, and the Gulf
of California.

We now go to a sphere.A theorem of geometry statesthat,a blockon a spherecanbe moved
to any other conceivableorientationby a single
rotation about a properly chosen axis. We
use this theorem to prove that the relative
motion of two rigid blocks on a sphere may
be describedby an angular velocity vector by
usingthree parameters,two to specifythe location of the pole and one for the magnitude of
the angular velocity. Considerthe left block in
Figure 4 to be stationaryand the right block to
Fig. 4. On a sphere, the motion of block 2
be moving as shown.Fault lines of great dis- relative
to block I must be a rotation about some
placementoccurwhere there is no componentof pole. All faults on the boundary between I and 2
velocity perpendicularto their strike; the strike must be small circlesconcentricabout the pole A.
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velocity has a maxilnum at the 'equator' and
vanishesat the poles of rotation. It is convenient to let the 'half-velocity perpendicular
to the strike of the ridge' be the form in which
the observationsare placed. We. choose'halfvelocity' since this is the form in which sea
floor spreading rates are commonly quoted.
There appearsto be someself-adjustingmechanism in the rifting processthat givesrise to a
symmetricmagnetic anomaly pattern, but there
is no geometrical requirement that spreading
rates be equal on both sides.T'o allow for the
possibilityof unequal rates on the two sidesof
a ridge, we define half-velocity to be half the
distancefrom a recognizablefeature of the magnetic pattern to the correspondingfeature on
the other side of the ridge divided by the appropriate time. We choose'perpendicularto the
strike of the ridge' sincethis meansan observe'd
rate need be determined only once, and this
value is then compared to a choice of models
calculated with different pole positions and
angularvelocities.The angularrelationsusedto
project a pattern of magnetic anomaliesfrom
a ship's track to a line perpendicular to the
strike of the ridge are shown in Figure 5. If
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we know the latitu'de and longitude of a point
on the crest of the ridge, and if we know the
strike of the ridge at this point, we calculatethe
velocityof spreadingperpendicularto the strike
of the ridgeaccordingto
0

= arcos [sin (RLAT) sin (PLAT) -•cos (RLA T) cos (PLA T) cos (PLONG
-

c• = arsin

[sin (PLONG

--

RLONG)

cos(PLA T)/sin 0]
Vl = Vmaxsin 0 cos (STRIKE

--

o•)

The quantitiesusedin theseformulasare shown
in Figure 6.
THE MoT•o•

oF TI•iE AFa•CA•

BLOCK RELATW•

TO THE SOUTH AMt•R•CAN BLOCK

Figure 7 showsthe offsetsof the ridge in the
equatorial Ariantic Ocean. A set of circles concentric about a pole at 58øN, 36øW is plotted
on a figure of Heezen and Tharp [1965]. Figure
8a showshow this pole position was obtained.
Great circleswere constructedperpen'dicularto
the strike of each fracture zone offsetting the
crestof the ridgelistedin Table 1. The intersec-

to pole

of opening

velocity of opening

_.sh
i__p'
s track
velocity

.L to strike

Fig. 5. The magneticprofile measuredalong the ship'strack must be projectedparallel to
the strike of the ridge.
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Fig. 6. The angularrelationsusedin derivingthe formulafor spreading
velocity.

tionsof the great circlesdefinethe pole of rotation; the greatcirclesare analogous
to meridiansandthe fault linesare analogous
to linesof

intersection
in Figure 8b is not so goodas the
intersection
in Figure8a. It is interesting
that
a circle of about 6 ø radius can be used both here

latitudeaboutthispole.As we seein Figure8, andin the Pacific-NorthAmericacase(seeFigthe perpendiculars
intersectat grazingangles ure 14[) to illustratethe departurefrom a point
and give goodcontrolin longitudebut poor intersection.The bulk of the epicentersare
control in latitude. All of the perpendiculars about 45ø (5000 km) from the point of intersectionin both of thesecases.
This suggests
that
the accuracyto whichthe fault planesare deterfigure, 57.5øN (___2ø),36.5øW(ñ4ø). Several mined, or the accuracyto which the first moother circlesof about the same radius,which tionsrepresentthe strike of a longfault, is the
except the one constructedfor the fracture zone
at 14.5øN passthrough the circie drawn in the

includedall the perpendiculars
exceptperhaps causeof the scatter in Figures8b and 14[.
two or three, were also drawn. The centers of
these circles ranged from 51øN to 63øN and
from 35øW to 38øW. The limits on the location

of the pole of rotation by this methodare estimated to be 58øN(ñ5 ø), 36øW(___2
ø).
The strikesof transcurrentearthquakesused
in Figure 8b are listed in Table 2. The common
o

60 ø

60'

40'

There is one fracture zonenorth of approximately 20øN listed in Table 1; there are two
earthquakesolutionsnorth of this point listed
in Table 2. This latitude roughly dividesthe
ridge into a part between North America and
Africa and a part betweenSouth America and
Africa. There is no striking differencebetween
20 ø

0ø

0

Fig. 7. The strike of the transformfaults in the equatorialAtlantic are comparedwith
circlesconcentricabout a pole at 62øN, 36øW. These circlesindicate the presentmotion of
Africa relative to SouthAmerica.(Figureis adaptedfrom Heezenand Tharp [1965].)
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Fig. 8. Great circlesperpendicularto the strike of offsetsof the mid-Atlantic ridge are
shownin (a). With one exception,all of these lines passwithin the circle centeredat 58øN,
36øW. Great circlesperpendicularto the strike determinedby earthquakemechanismsolutions are shown in (b).

and those

firely separates
the Americas,and perhapsthere

south of this latitude, and there is no line of
earthquakesor other indicationof tectonicactivity entirely separatingNorth America and

is a slow relative movement with gradual dis-

is relative movement,t.hevelocitiesand displace-

South America. We shall assume that North

men•ts
involvedwill be veryslowat this 'hinge.'

America and South America at present move as

or 'pole' somewherebetweenthe LesserAntilles
an'd the mid-Atlantic ridge. In contrast., the

these three values north

of 20øN

a singleblock.The Caribbeanarea almosten-

tortion

in the Atlantic

Ocean area. If

there
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TABLE

1.

PLAT -- 58øN, the latitu'deoI the centerof the

Strike of Faults on the

Mid-Atlantic Ridge

LongiName

Latitude

rude

Atlantis

30 0øN
18 5øN
14 5øN
10 8øN

42 3øW
46 8øW
46 0øW

10 2ON
9 4ON
8 8øN
7 6øN
7 2øN
4.0øN
1.9øN
1.1øN
1. løS
0.1øS

40 9øW
40 0øW
38 7øW
36 6øW
34.3øW
31.9øW
30.6øW
26.0 øW
24.0øW
18.0øW
14.5øW
12.9øW
12.5øW
12.3øW

Vema
Vema
Vema
Vema
Vema

V
W
X
Y
Z

St. Paul's
Romanche
Chain

1.3øS
1.9øS
2.9øS
7.5øS

42 3 øW

RefStrike

erence

99 ø
95 ø
91 ø
92 ø
94 ø
92 ø
92 ø
91 ø
91 ø
88 ø
86 ø

a
a
a
b
b
b
b
b
b
c
c

86 ø
81 ø
77 ø

c
c
c

75 ø
82 ø

c
c

73 ø
73 ø

c
a

a Heezenand Tharp [1965].
b Heezen et al. [1964b].
½Heezen et al. [1964a].

Heirtzler and Le Picho,n[1965], Talwani et al.
[1961], Vacquier and Von Herzen [1964], and

Azores-Gibraltar ridge is presumed to be a

major transcurrentfault betweenthe African
and Europeanblocks.All fracture zonesnorth
of the Azores are between Europe and America
and have a different pole of opening.

Figure.9 showsseveralobservedspreading
rates in the Atlantic Ocean comparedwith the

model.Sincethe ridge runs almostnorth-south
with only a minimumof doublingback at the

equator, latitude is a convenientcoordinate
againstwhichto plot the rates.To usethe precedingformulasfor spreadingrate, knowledge
of the latitude,longitude,and strikeof the ridge
is neededat each point along the ridge. These
quantitieswereobtainedfrom figuresin Talwani
et al. [1961] (northern region), Heezen and
Tharp [1965] (equatorialregion),an'dHeirtzler
and Le Pichon [1965] (southern region). The
solidline in Figure 9 was calculatedwith these

quantitiesand with the choiceof PLAT =
62øN, PLONG -- 36øW, Vmax- 1.8 cm/yr.
The

dashed line was calculated without

circle in Figure 8a. With this pole position the
computed curve does not satisfactorilyfit the
observedpoints: the points southof 20øSalone
fit Vmax--- 1.8 cm/yr; the pointsnorth of 20øN
better fit V•x ----2.2 cm/yr. If the pole is chosen
farther no.rth, say at 62øN as shownin the figure, a single curve apparently fits both the
northern and southern portions of the data
within the scatter of the points. The velocity
pattern is sensitiveto the latitude but not the
longitude o.f the chosenpole, whereasthe intersection of the perpendicularsin Figure 8 was
just the opposite. A pole at 62øN (--+5ø),
36øW (--+2ø) with a maximum velocity of 1.8
(-+0.1) cm/yr satisfiesboth of thesecriteria.
The observedspreading rates were inferred
from magnetic profiles over the mid-Atlantic
ridge in the followingmanner. The two points
Chain 44 and Chain 61 were determined by
Phillips [1967]. The magneticprofilesused for
obtaining the other points may be found in

the

strike correction; it does not give the half-

velocityperpendicular
to the strike of the ridge
but, rather,it givesthe half-velocityparallelto
the directionof spreading.

This figure was originally calculatedwith

U.S. Naval OceanographicOffice [1965]. The
strike of the ridge at the crossingsof Verna 4,
17, a•nd10 was assumedto be 38ø, 38ø, and 30ø,
respectively. Zero strike was assumed at the
crossingsof Argo, Verna 18, Zapiola, Verna 12,
and Project Magnet Flight 211. Simulatedmagnetic anomaly profiles at locations near each
crossingof the ridge were calculated with the
normal-reversedtime scale (and computerprogram) of F. J. Vine (Vine [1966], fig. 12). The
spreading rates were establishedby matching
featureson the computedprofiles(known time)
to corresponding
featureson the observedproTABLE

2.

Strikes Determined

from Transcurrent

Earthquakes on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
Ref-

Name
8
5
4
3
2
18
I

Latitude

Longitude

35.29øN
23.87øN
10.77øN
7.80øN
7.45øN
0.49øS
0.17øS

36.07øW
45.96øW
43.30øW
37.35øW
35.82øW
19.95øW
18.70øW

Sykes [1967].
Sykes [1968a].

Strike

erence

86 ø
103 ø
90 ø
97 ø
100 ø
84
87 ø

a
a
a
a
a
b
a
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Fig. 9. Spreading
ratesdetermined
frommagnetic
anomalyprofilesarecompared
with the

values caculatedwith the model. The solid line showsthe predictedrate perpendicularto the

strikeof the ridge;the dashed
line shows
the rate parallelto the directionof spreading.
files (known distancefrom the crest of the
ridge). Only that portion of Vine's time scale
between0 and 5 million years was usedin determiningthe rates; asnotedby Phillips[1967]
eitherthe spreading
rateswereabout25% faster
previousto 5 millionyearsagoor the time scale
needsadjustment.
More magneticprofilesshouldbe analyzedto
40'

criticallytest this hypothesis.
The scatterin
spreading
rate valuesdetermined
from adjacent
shiptracksis likely'dueto numerous
smallfracture zonesoffsettingthe anomaly pattern. An

aeromagnetic
surveyof the scaleof the U.S.
Naval Oceanographic
Ofiqcesurveyof the Reyk-

janesridge [Heirtzleret al., 1966] wouldpermit an unequivocaldeterminationof spreading
20'

Fig. 10. The strikeof the faultsin the equatorial
Atlanticarecompared
with circlesconcentricabouta poleat 44.0øN,30.6øW,the poleaboutwhichSouthAmericamustbe rotated
to make its coastline(500-froisobath) coincidewith the coastlineof Africa [Bullard et al.,
1965].Thesecirclesindicatethe averagemotion sincedrifting began.(Figure is adaptedfrom
Heezen and Tharp [1965].)
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rate and would afford a stringenttest to this
model.The areajust southof 20øN hasparticular significance;
a uniformchangeor discontinuouschangein spreadingrate here would

neer fracture zones,the concentriccirclesare

show whether North America and South Amer-

fracturezones;thisdeparture
is likelyrelated
to North America'overriding'
and interfering

ica moveas a singleblock or as two blocks.
We may contrast this present motion Of

nearly coincidentwith the fracture zones.The

Mendocino
and Pioneerfracturezonesdepart
from the circlesfarther west than do the other

with the flow of the northernmostend of the rise

Africa and SouthAmericawith the average at an earlier date. These old fracture zonesinmotionof thesetwo continents
sincethey first dicatethat the Pacificon,
cemovedawayfrom
split apart. This averagemotion is shownin

North Americatoward trenchesoff New Guinea

Figure10andis quitedifferentfromthepresent and the Phillipines.About 10 m.y. ago this
motionindicatedin Figure7. The total length pattern changed,and the Pacific now moves
of the transformfaultsin this regionsuggests toward the Japanand Aleutian trenches.
that about half of the motion of these two conWe now consider
the presentboundarybetinentshas been about the presentpole.The tween the North American block and the Paearlier half of this total motion would have folcificblock.Thisboundary
is of the fault type

lowedlinestendingmorenortheastto southwest from the Gulf of California to the Gulf of
than the strike of the features observe'din the

center of the ocean.

Alaskaand is of the trenchtype alongthe
Alaska Peninsulaand Aleutian Islands.A small

THE MOTION OF THE PACIFICBLOCKRELATIVE region,the Juande Fucablock,is an anomalous
To THE NoaTa A•a•cxN

BLOCK

Figure 11 showsthe great fracture zonesof

regionbetweenthesetwo large blocks.The

boundaries
of thisblockare shownin Figure
12. The trend of the Mendocino and Blanco

the Pacificblock.Menard's[1967] demonstra- fracturezonesis not parallelto the trend of the
tion that thesegreat fracture zonesare not all SanAn'dreas
and QueenCharlottefaults,and
greatcirclesinitiatedthe presentinvestigationwe wishto justify exclusion
of this regionin
of crustal blocks. A set of circles concentric

our considerationof the motion of the Pacific

abouta poleat 79øN,111øEaresuperposed
on

blockrelativeto the North Americanblock.The
belt of earthquakesbetween the Pacific and

this figure.Except for the Mendocinoand Pio-

Fig.11. Oldfracture
zones
in thePacific
arecompared
withcircles
concentric
about
a pole
at 79øN,111øE.(Figureis adaptedfromhienard[1967].)
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Fig. 12. The seismic belt along the west coast splits and follows the east and west
boundaries of the Juan de Fuca block. Several large volcanic cones in the Cascades are iden-

tified. (Figure is adaptedfrom Tobin and Sykes [1967].)

North America splits into two brancheshere

faults; in this event the argument advanced

(seeFigure 12); the major branchfollowsthe

here on the anomalous nature of this small re-

gion will prove false. Note in particular the
triangular shapedregion ABC boundedby the
compressivezone along the coast of Oregon coastline from 47øN to 42øN, the Blanco fracand Washington.Figure 13 showsstraightlines ture zone AB, and the fault BC, which begins
drawn on the magnetic diagram of Raft and at the intersection of the Blanco fracture zone
Mason to indicate faults that offset the mag- and the Juan de Fuea ridge and heads at a 45ø
neticpattern.Thesefaultsare especially
promi- strike toward Puget Sound.The magnetic patnent in the color version of this figure appear- tern is offset on the fault BC by about 70 km.
ing in Vine [1968].As notedby Ra# andMason This fault extended intercepts the Cascade
[1961], thereare many faultsat anglesoblique Range near Mount Baker (49øN), and the
to the main trends, and these faults suggest Blanco fracture zone extended intercepts the
manysmallblocksmovingin'dependently
of one CascadeRange at Lassen Peak (40øN). The
anotherin this region.Detailedsurveysof other volcanic CascadeRange lies between these two
rises will, perhaps,show that their magnetic peaks.The Cascadesand the sedimentaryCoast
patterns are equally broken up by oblique Range were both formed at the closeof the PlioMendocino and Blanco fracture zones, a less
active branch follows what we supposeto be a
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Fig. 13. Superposedon Raft and Mason's summary diagram of the magnetic anomalies
in the Juan de Fuca region are arrows that indicate the axes of the three short ridge lengths
in the area and straight lines that indicate faults offsettingthe anomaly pattern [Fine, 1966].
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ceneandduringthe Pleistocene
time.The Coast variable spreadingrate alongthe Juan de Fuca

Rangesare probablythe fill of an uplifted ridge; note the variablespreadingrate along
trench,andthe Cascades
are probablythevol- the Gorda ridge indicated by its fan-shaped
canic counterpartof this now extinct system. magneticanomaly pattern. On the basis of
we shallassume
that the Juan
The activity of this regionis probablyin its thesearguments,
last stages;the fault BC is not seismically
ac- de Fuca block movesindependentlyof the Pative at present.It appearsas if this triangular cific and North America and shall ignore it in
block ABC has moved eastward into North

our discussion.

The faults used in this paper are listed in

Americawith the crust thickeningbeneaththe

CoastRangeor Cascades.
The motionof this Table 3. The latitude and longitudeof pointsat
triangularblockhas possiblyaccommodated
a the northern an'd southern ends of a straight
TABLE 3. Strikeof MajorTranscurrent
Faultsonthe WestCoastof NorthAmerica
Latitude and

Name

1.

Russell Fiord

2.

SE of Nunatak
Fiord

3.

Alsek River and
Glacier

4.

Fah•veather Trench
Lituya Bay

5.

North Dome

6.

La Perouse Glacier

7.

South Dome

8.

Kaknau Creek

9.

Crillion Lake to

Palma Bay

Latitude and

Longitude

Longitude

Northern

Southern

End

End

deg

Fairweather--QueenCharlotte
60. 043øN
59.848øN
26
139.512øW
139.274øW
59.814øN
59.390øN
60

149

139.000øW
59.390øN
138.336øW
59.031øN
138.000øW

138.336øW
59.046øN
138.000øW
58.583øN
137.361øW

½

58.504øN

58.483 øN

3

138

½

137.211øW
58.442øN
137.124øW
58.583 ON
137.361øW

137.176øW
58.393øN
137.073 øW
58.393 ON
137.073øW

6

151

½

29

142

5, 6, 7, 8

58.00øN

57.48øN

70

146

d

136.65øW
57.00øN
135.54øW

136.00øW
56.00øN
134.64øW

125

154

d

130

151

d, e

130

140

d, e

72

143

f

45

144

f

20

145

f

27

140

f

37

130

f

26

141

f

13.

52.93 øN
132.42øW

52.00øN
131.15 øW

Pt. Arena

39.00øN
123.69øW
38.24øN
122.98øW
37.70øN
122.50øW
37.48øN
122.31øW
37.12øN
121.91øW
36.47øN
121.07øW

San Juan Batista

b• c

134

132.42øW

6.

143

8

133.43øW

San Juan Batista

61

139

Islands (N)
QueenCharlotte
Islands (S)

5.

153

5

QueenCharlotte

4.

45

58. 553ON

12.

San Andreas Lake

142

137.309øW
58.504 ON
137.211 øW

Baranof Island

3.

a

58.583 øN

11.

Tomales Bay

Reference

137.361øW
58.553 øN
137.309 øW

ChichagofIsland

2.

Strike
(Approx.),

km

10.

1.

Length
(Approx.),

54.00øN

52.93 ON

Northern California
38.48øN
123.19øW

37.91ON
122.68øW

37.55ON
122.37øW

37.29ON
122.11øW

36.91øN
121.59øW

36.29øN
120.89 øW
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TABLE
Latitude

Name

o

and

Longitude
Northern
End
36.290N
120.89øW
35.71øN
120.26øW
35.36øN
119.91øW

3

(continued)

Latitude

and

Longitude
Southern
End

Length
(Approx.),
km

36.00ON
120.570W
35.36øN
119.91øW
35.07øN
119.58øW

Strike
(Approx.),
deg

43

139

50

141

44

137

31

133

52

125

40

131

29

136

28

132

44

142

70

143

147

132

90

127

94

125

124

125

Reference

SouthernCalifornia
Elsinor

Elsthor
San Jacino
San Jacino
San Andreas

Imperial
Imperial

33.82øN
117.57øW
33.27øN
116.87øN
33.55 ON
116.64øW
32.28 ON
115.14øW
33.74øN
116.22øW
33.00øN
115.62øW
33.00øN
115.62øW

33.63øN
117.32øW
33.00øN
116.41øW
33.31øN
116.32øW
32.09 ON
114.93øW
33.57øN
116.00øW
32.69øN
115.33øW
32.50øN
115.17øW

Gulf of California
Sal si Puedes

29.339øN
113.617øW
26.716øN
111.151øW
25.150øN
109.764 øW
24.116øN
109.000øW

28.444øN
112.495øW
26.225øN
110.420øW
24.670øN
109.000øW
23.473øN
108.000øW

Davis and Sanders [1960], Figure 1.
Davis and Sanders[1960],Figure 2, and Tocher[1960],Table 1.

Tocher[1960],TableI andPlate 1.
St. Amand [1957], Figure 7.
200-fm line on U.S.G.S. GeologicMap of North America, 1965.
GeologicMap of California, Plate I of California Div. Mines and GeologyBulletin 190, 1966.
Biehler et al. [1964], Chart 1.
Rusnak et al. [1964], Plate 3.

fault segment are listed here along with the
length and strike of the segmentbetween the
two end points. A great circle was constructed
which passesmidway between the points at
right angles to the segmentjoining them. As
sho,wnin Figure 14e, these great. circlesperpendicular to the fault segmentshave a• common intersectionnear 53øN, 53øW; we shall return to this summary figure after discussing
the faults in each region.

The fault segmentsin the Fairweather-Queen
Charlotte region generallyfollow the line drawn
by St. Areand [1957]. On July 10, 1958,a large
earthquakeoccurredon the Fairweather fault,
and the first nine faults liste'd in the table are

from papers based on field work in this area
immediately after this earthquake. The Fairweather fault has a total length of 200 km, of
which 90% is coveredwith ice, water, or unconsolidatedsediments.The only observedfault
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traces were observed at the northern tip of

fault 2, at the southerntip of fault 4, and along
faults 5, 7, and 8. The strikesof the longerfaults
(no. 2, 60 km; no. 3, 45 km; no. 4, 61 km) are
thus inferred from the topographyof the glacier
filled troughs. The three short observedfault
traces (no. 5, 5 km; no. 7, 3 km; no. 8, 6 km)
and the segment through La Perouse glacier
that connectsthe end points of 5 and 7 (no. 6,
8 kin) were used in constructingFigure 14a.
There is a 17ø differencein the strikes of parts
of these four segments.However, even the very
straight San Andreas fault in northern Cali-

fornia has 10ø variations rather continuously
along short (5 km) segmentsof its total length.
(See for example figures in Oal•esholi [1966]
and Dibblee [1966]). To reducethis scatter,an
average fault was constructed from the beginning of fault 5 to the end point of fault 8.
This average fault (no. 9, 26 km) was used in
Figure 14e in place of faults 5, 6, 7, and 8.
In northern California, nine segmentsof the
San Andreas fault are tabulated; lines constructed perpendicular to these segmentsare
shownin Figure 14b. Only one fault, no. 5 near
San Juan Batista, has a strike notably different
from the others.At this location, the San Andreasfault splits into two parallel branches,the
northwestern branch being the San Andreas
fault and the northeasternbranchbeingthe active Haywards fault and Calaveras fault. In
light of the special nature of this junction,
fault 5 has been omitted from the summary
diagramin Figure 14e.
In southern California, the fault segments
chosenare presumablythe major faults of the
region. This choice was based on articles by
Biehle•' et al. [1964] and Allen. ei al. [1965].
One segment,the Elsthor no. 2, has a strike
notably different from the others, and it. was
omitted from Figure 14e. The two entries for
the Imperial fault are not independent: one
entry was taken from a source that extended
only to the international 'border; the second
entry includesthat half of the Imperial fault
which is in Mexico. The tensional or compressional nature

of individual

features in southern

California is qualitativelyexplainedby the difference between the strike of a feature and the

averagestrike of the region.The Salton trough
(generalstrike 150ø) is a depressedregion; the
Salton Sea is 75 meters below sea level. The o'b-
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served surface faults in the trough do not run
the length of the trough but are arranged en
echelonwith eachfault having a strike of about
140ø. In contrast, the Transverse Range (general strike 110ø) reaches an altitude of 3
kin. A major transcurrent fault, the Garlock
fault, runs east-westjust north of the Transverse Range. The motion on this fault is such
as to move a wedge-shapedblock eastward to
relieve the north-south compressivestressesoccurring at this bottleneck. A similar pattern
occurs in Arabia.

The

strikes

of the Gulf

of

Aqaba and the Dead Sea are inclined to one
side,and the strike of the short mountainrange
in Lebanon is inclined to the other st'de,of a
smoothsmall circle representingthe motion of
Arabia

relative

to the African-Mediterranean

block.
The four faults in the Gulf of California

were

taken from the fault map of Rus•at• ei al.
[1964]. The line perpendicular to the longest
and best definedof thesefaults, the Sal si Puedes
fault, passesthrough the center of the circle
of intersectionas shown in Figure 14d. With
hindsight, a different choice of faults in the
southern part of the Gulf could be made that
would allow all the perpen'diculars
to passnear
the center of the circle. The apparently systematic shift in the lines 1, 2, 3, and 4 shouldnot
be consideredsignificant.
The lines in Figures 14a and 14b, with the
exceptionsnoted in the text above,are all drawn
in Figure 14e. All of these lines passthrough
the circle centered at 53øN, 53øW. The size
and location of the circle, 53øN (_6ø),
53øW (ñ10 ø), were chosento fit. the intersections in Figures 14e and 14[; the same circle
has been drawn in all six figures.The scatter
in the strikes of neighboringfaults is larger on
this boundary than was the scatter in the Atlantic Ocean. We cannot determine the distance

between a region and the pole from the intersection of the great circles constructed for
Alaska alone or California alone. This might
be expectedif the surfaceexpressionof a fault
in continentalregionsis more irregular than in
oceanicregions.Alaska and California are suf•ciently far apart to compensatefor the scatter
in strikesin a singleregion.The.great circlesof
the two regionsintersectat large anglesand preciselylocatethe bestpole.We may supposethat
the accuracyin determiningthe center of the
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Fig. 14. Parts (a) through(d) showgreatcirclesconstructed
perpendicular
to the strikes

of fault segments
observed
in the Fairweather-Queen
Charlotte,
northernCalifornia,
southern California,
andGulf of Californiaregions.
Part (e) is a composite
of the fourseparate
regions
withtheexceptions
notedin thetext.Par• (•) shows
greatcircles
constructed
perpen-

dicularto strikesdeterminedfrom earthquakemechanismsolutions.The circle of intersection
drawnhasthe coordinates
53øN (___6ø),
53øW, (ñ10ø).
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is half the radius of the

circle drawn in the figure; the pole is then located at 53øN (--+3ø), 53øW (-+5 ø).
The strikesof fault planesof nine earthquake
mechanism solutions are listed in Table 4. Lines
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during the past 5 million years was used to
determine the spreadingrate.; hence,that rate
is an averagerate for 5 million years. The rate
for the Pacific block relative to North

America

might be basedon the same standard if magnetic profiles oriented parallel to the transform
faults in the Gulf of Californiawere analyzed.

drawn perpendicularto thesestrikesare shown
in Figure 14•. The epicentersof three additional
earthquakesfor which solutionshave beendeterTHE MOTION OF THE ANTARCTIC BLOCK
mined [Tobin and Sykes, 1967] are also shown
RELATIVE T0 THE PACIFIC BLOCK
in this figure. These three earthquakesoccurred
A study of the motion of the Antarctic block
on the boundary between the Pacific and Juan
de Fuca blocks; therefore their perpendiculars relative to, the Pacific block was made, and a
were not constructed. Earthquake 9 on the pole at 71 -+ 2øS, 118 --+6øE with an equatorial
Rivera fracture zone occurson a tongue of the half-velocityof 5.7 -----0.3 cm/yr wasfound.The
North American block that sticks out into the
data on which this study is basedare given in
Pacific block and partially surrounds part of Pitman et al. [1968] and also in Heirtzler
the Middle America trench. It is not surprising [1968]. Le Pichon [1968] has also investigated
that the direction of this earthquake departs this region and has found a pole positionpractically identical to that listed above. A listing
from the strike of the other earthquakes.Earthquakes 7 and 8, which are only 200, km away of the strikes of faults and spreading rates is
from the Rivera earthquake, however, have given in Le Pichon'spaper and will not be restrikesparallel to the earthquakesfarther north peated here.
in the Gulf.
Six large fracture zonesoffsettingthe PacificWe may assigna rate to the motion of the Antarctic ridge have recently been delineated
Pacific block relative to North America if we
by the authors listed above. Great, circleswere
assumethat the motion along the San Andreas constructedperpendicularto the strike of these
fault is 6 --+ I cm/yr [Hamilton and Meyers, fracture zones, and, as shown in Figure 15,
1966]. Converting this value into half-velocity thesegreat circlesall pass within 2 ø of a pole
and taking into account that the San Andreas at 71øS, 118øE. This pole position was chosen
fault is 49ø form the pole at 53øN, 53øW, we fin'd usingboth the constructedgreat circlesand the
Vmax= 4.0 --+ 0.6 cm/yr. This rate is basedon spreading rate data, which will be discussed
recent movements of the San Andreas fault. In
next. The great circlesintersectat grazingangles
the Atlantic, the magnetic pattern produced and give goodcontrolonly in the latitude of the
pole; the spreadingrates provide the control in
the other direction.
TABLE

4.

Strikes Determined from Transcurrent Type
Earthquake

Mechanism Solutions
Latitude,
øN

Name

Longirude,
øW

Strike,
deg

Reference

1.

Fairweather

58.33

136.92

145

a

2.
3.

Queen Charlotte
Queen Charlotte

54.10
50.81

132.58
130.15

151
155

b
c
d

4.

Gulf of California

31.72

114.42

138

5.

Gulf of California

29.68

113.74

135

d

6.
7.

Gulf of California
Gulf of California

26.26
21.36

110.22
108.65

132
134

d
d

8.

Gulf of California

21.26

108.75

133

d

9.

Rivera

18.87

107.18

112

e

Fault

Zone

Stauder [1960].
Hodgsonand Milne [1951].
Tobin and Sykes [1967].
Sykes [1968a].
Sykes [1967].

Magnetic profiles of twelve crossingsof this
ridge have been presentedby Heirtzler [1968]
an'd Pitman et al. [1968]. Ten of these profiles
were analyzed in the followingmanner to obtain
the spreading rates shown in Figure 16. The
profile Eltanin 19N was taken to be the standard,

and a spreadingrate of 4.40 cm/yr was assigned
to it. This rate is in agreement with the Vine
[1966] time scale used here in the analysis of
the Atlantic Oceanspreadingrates; if a different time scale is to be used, all rates here.will
be scaledup or down by the same factor. The
central portion of this profile, correspon'ding
to the spreadingwithin about the last 8 m.y.,
was examined and the distance from the center

of the profile to each distinctivepeak or valley
of the profile was noted. Each profile was so
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Fig. 15. Great circlesconstructedperpendicularto the strike of fracture zonesoffsetting
the Pacific-Antarcticridge are plotted on Sykes's [1963] seismicmap of this region. The
great circlesall passwithin 2ø of the pole at 71øS,118øE.

examinedand the ratio of its spreadingrate

the direction of spreadingas describedin Figure 5. The dashedline computedfor Vm,x-- 5.7
profiles,an apparentlyperfectmatchingof each cm/yr shouldpass through all of the crossesif
peak of the profileto the corresponding
peak of there were no errors in the analysis(or in the
the standard was me'de,and the error in deter- hypothesisof rigid blocks).
mining the rate is small. On other profiles the
No attempt was made to constructa diagram
peaks within the interval correspondingto less predicting the spreadingrate perpendicularto
than 8 m.y. could not be matched with cer- the strike of the ridge as was done for the Attainty, or a large number of offsetsbroke the lantic. The crossingsof the ridge are spaced
pattern into many short matchable segments, about1 every 500 km, and the strikeof the ridge
and the error in determingthe rate is large. The is simply not known. It is interestingto note
open circles and error flags in Figure 16 show that the three profiles easiest to interpret,
the rates and estimated errors so found. These
EL19N, SI8, and SI6, had ship'stracks inclined
are ratesperpendicularto t.hestrike of the ridge, 7ø or less from the directionof spreadinginas the profiles examined had been projected ferred from a pole positionat 71øS,118øE.In
perpendicular to the ridge. The crossesin the general,the greaterthe anglebetweenthe ship
figure show Ve, the rate projected parallel to track and the direction of spreading,the more
relative

to. the standard

was found.

On some
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mined for SI3 and 815, respectively,along the
projected profiles presentedin Pitman et al.
[1968]. If the strike of the ridge is perpendicular to the fracture zones here, i.e., the ridge
strikeis 45o, the velocitiesparallelto the spreading direction are 2.0 cm/yr and 2.5 cm/yr, respectively.If the ridge is running east to. west
here, i.e., the ridge strike is 90ø, the velocities
parallel to the spreading directions are 3.4
cm/yr and 3.3 cm/yr. Three or four closely
spacedtracks are neededin this area to establish the strike of the ridge and pin down the
spreadingrate at this critical end of Figure 16.
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Fig. 16. Spreading rates on the Pacific-Antarctic ridge are compared with a model with
Vmax= 5.7 cm/yr about a pole at 71øS, 118øE.
The circles are the spreadingrates measured perpendicular to the strike of the ridge; the crosses
are these rates projected parallel to the direction
of spreading.

often offsetsin the magnetic pattern were.observed. It seemslikely, therefore, that the Pacific-Antarctic ridge is offset by many small
fracture zones (the offsets noted here ranged
from 10 km to 40 km); this ri'dgehas,perhaps,

a pattern similarto that observedin the equatorial Atlantic Ocean. If this is so, the 'local'
strike of the ri'dge, the strike that must 'be
usedin projectinga profile,might differ significantlyfrom the 'general'strike determinedfrom
widely spacedcrossings
of the ridge.The.crossings SI3 and SI5 presentedin the references
above are not shown in Figure 16 becauseof
the uncertainty in projection.Rates of 2.50 ñ
0.50 cm/yr and 2.68 ñ 0.10 cm/yr were deter-

MOTION OF THE ANTARCTICA BLOCK
RELATIVE TO TI-IE AFRICAN BLOCK

,We are now in a. position to estimate the
motion

of the Antarctic

block relative

to the

African block by summingthe angular velocity
vectors found above to describe the motion of

Antarctica relative to the Pacific, the Pacific
relative to North America, and North America
relative to Africa. The three pole positionsand
rates found above to describe these motions are
listed in the first three columns of Table 5. The

angular velocity vectors representedby these
anglesand rates are.transformedinto angular
velocity in Cartesian coordinates under the
headings•a(ox, X/•a,•,, •a,•. The one-half emphasizesthat half the spreadingrate was used
in the calculation,and the factor a (the radius
of the earth) allows us to expressour resultsin
units of cm/yr. The first three vectorsare then
addedto obtain the predictedaAnt-Af, and this is
transformed back into a pole position and
spreadingrate. The errors listed in the table
were calculated by adding the squares of the
errors of each term contributing to the result.
More precisevaluesfor the three measuredangular velocity vectors could reduce this error in
aAnt_^f to a negligibleamount, but there would

TABLE
5. Prediction of Antarctica-Africa
Pole from Closure of
Africa-North
America-Pacific-Antarctica-Africa
Circuit

(•)Am-Af
(•)Pae-Am
•_ra•
•_•

Latitude,
øN

Longitude,
øE

62
53
--71
--25

--36 4--53 4118 4--35 4-

4444-

5
3
2
30

2
5
6
20

Vma,,
cm/yr
1.8
4.0
5.7
1.6

4444-

0.1
0.6
0.3
0.5

«a•o,,
cm/yr
0.7
1.4
--0.9
1.2

4444-

0.1
0.3
0.2
0.4

•a
• •o•,
cm/yr

--0.5
--1.9
1.6
--0.8

4444-

•a
• •o,,
cm/yr

.1
.4
.2
.5

1.6
3.2
--5.4
--0.6

4444-

0.1
0.5
0.3
0.6
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still remain possiblesystematicerrors.Our value
for tOAm-A•
was determinedprimarily from data
between South America and Africa, and, if
North America is moving relative to South
America, we must changethis rate. If the rate
between North

America and Africa is more than

1.8 cm/yr, say 2.2 cm/yr as suggested
by the
data in Figure 9, the pole of toAnt_• would be
shifted northward. If North America is presently splitting apart in Nevada, we need an
additional term to correct the rate we found for
the Pacific relative to western North America
into a rate for the Pacific relative to eastern

North America. This additional rate is probably small, and its pole is likely to be somewhere
in Canada; such an additional angular velocity
vector would shift the resultantpole of to•nt_•
northward and westward.In addition, any general distortion

of the blocks would

invalidate

the rigidity hypothesisand introduce error in
the resultant t0•n•-A• found by summingalong
this path.
The sign of the t0Ant-Afwe have found is
such that we should expect Africa and Antarctica to be moving apart. The few magnetic
profiles available from the Atlantic-Indian
rise do not show the characteristicsymmetric
pattern of the other ridge crests: this has
led Vine [1966] to speculate that the Atlantic-Indian

rise

is

an

extinct

rise.

The

results here suggestotherwise; the lack of a
recognizablemagneticpattern over the crest is
then supposedlythe result of crossinga. highly
fractured region of the ridge at anglesoblique
to the direction of spreading.If more significance than just the sign is given to the value
of t0A-t-Af,
we may expectAfrica and Antarctica
to be separating about a pole in the South
Atlantic

Ocean with

a maximum

half-rate

of

about 1.5 cm/yr. Great.circleswere constructed
perpendicular to the strikes of the Malagasy
fracture zone and the nearby Prince Edward
fracture zone. These two great circlesintersect
at grazing angles,and a unique pole position
could not be determined

from their intersection.

MORGAN

estimatethis rate by closurearoundthe triple
junction of rises in the center of the Indian
Ocean. The mid-Indian Ocean rise between Ant-

arcticaand Australiais openingnorth to south
at a rate of about3.0 cm/yr [Le Picho•, 1968],
and the Carlsbergridgeis openingmore or less
north to southat a rate of about1.5 cm/yr. The
differencebetweentheserates agreeswith the
value of 1.5 cm/yr listedin Table 5.
If the closureprinciple demonstratedhere is
shownto haveacceptableprecision,we may use
rates measuredover rises (or acrosstranscur-

rent faults on land) to predict the velocity
difference between the two sides of a trench.

It will be interestingto see if propertiesof
trench systemscan be correlated with the rate

of closingor the angle betweenthe velocity
difference of the two sides and the axis of the
trench.

CONCLUSION

The evidencepresentedhere favors the existence of large 'rigid' blocks of crust. That con-

tinentalunitshavethisrigidityhasbeenimplicit
in the conceptof continentaldrift. That large
oceanicregionsshouldalso have this rigidity is
perhapsunexpected.
The requiredstrengthcannot be in the crust alone; the oceaniccrust.is

too thin for this. We insteadfavor a strong
tectosphere,
perhaps100 km thick, slidingover
a weak asthenosphere.
Theoreticaljustification

for a modelof this type hasbeena'dvanced
by
Elsasset[1967]. In the simpletwo-dimensional
picture of a rise and a trench with a continent,

between them, we imagine a conveyer-belt
processin which the drifting continent need
have no great strength.In the modelconsidered
here,wemay havelocalhot spotson the riseand
faster sinkingat someplaceson the trenches.
The crustal blocks should have the mechanical

strength necessaryto average out irregular
driving sourcesinto a uniform motion; the
tectosphere
shouldbe capableof transmitting
even tensile stresses. The crustal block model

A pole at 15øS,15øW is compatiblewith these

can possiblyexplainthe medianpositionof most
oceanicrisesand the symmetryof their mag-

circles and is within

netic pattern. We assumethat the location of

the error limits shown in

Table 5; there is no. contradictionbetweenthe
observationsof the rise and that predicted by
closure.As stated above, there are no magnetic
profilesacrossthis rise with which to checkthe
predicted spreading rate, but it is possibleto

the rises is not fixed by some deep-seated
thermal sourcebut is determinedby the motion
of the blocks.Supposea crustal block is under
tensionand splits alongsomeline of weakness.

The forcestha• tore it apart continueto act,

RISES, TRENCttES,

GREAT FAULTS, AND CRUSTAL BLOCKS

and the blocksmove apart creatinga void, say,
1 km wide and 100 km deep,which is fille'dwith
mantle

material.

As the

blocks move

farther

apart, they split down the center of the most
recently injected dike, since this is the hottest
and weakest portion between the two blocks.
Even if one block remains stationary with respect to the mantle and only one block moves,
we will have a symmetric pattern if a new dike
is always injected up the center of the most
recent dike. If the initial split was entirely
within a large continental block, this control of
mantle convection by boundary conditions at
the top surface will result in a ri'dgecrest with
a medianposition.
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